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Paris, 17/03/2016 

 

WAB SUITE RATED “BEST BUY” BY SC MAGAZINE 

 

WALLIX, a software company providing cyber-security and governance solutions for information systems 

access, has announced that its new software solution, WAB Suite, has been rated as “Best Buy” by SC 

Magazine, a benchmark English review for sector professionals. 

Launched last January, Wallix AdminBastion Suite incorporates an array of functionalities from password 

management and access control to a one-click web portal, real-time supervision and exhaustive session 

recording. Currently the fastest solution to deploy as it operates without the need for any dedicated agents, 

its Single Sign-On system also makes it the easiest to use. A ground-breaking and flexible model, Wallix 

AdminBastion Suite has a natural advantage over competitive offers. 

Rated by the SC Magazine team as “great value for money” and a “product (that) can be easily integrated 

into any environment and begin offering exceptional value from the moment it is deployed”, the reviewers 

went on to conclude that “For its unique approach to the entire privileged account management problem, 

we make Wallix (AdminBastion Suite) our Best Buy”.  

Jean-Noël de Galzain, Chairman of the WALLIX Management Board, said: “This recognition by one of the 

sector’s most-renowned reviews once again demonstrates the quality of our offer and the value of our 

model which seeks to generate the fastest return on investment for clients in an industry where competitor 

solutions are often too expensive and too complicated to deploy. This rating will strengthen our visibility and 

give us substantial leverage in an increasingly concentrated market”.  

 

 

 

To read the full SC Magazine article, click here 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.scmagazineuk.com/wallix-adminbastion-suite/review/4545/
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WALLIX, www.wallix.com, is a software company offering privileged access management solutions for large and 

medium sized enterprises, public organizations and cloud service providers, helping their many customers to protect 

their critical IT assets including data, servers, terminals and connected devices. 

Wallix AdminBastion Suite (or WAB Suite) gives the most effective route to security and compliance by reducing its 

users’ biggest security risk – privileged access to IT – in the shortest possible time. With an unobtrusive architecture, full 

multi-tenancy, and virtual appliance packaging, WAB Suite is the easiest solution in its category to implement, use 

and manage. Defined and praised by SC Magazine as a “unique approach to the entire privileged account 

management problem”, the solution received a five-star rating by the cyber-security expert as well as the mention 

“Best Buy”.  Its best of breed features which include password management, web access portal, access control and 

comprehensive session monitoring and recording can be deployed easily and securely on premise or in a hybrid 

cloud environment. 

WALLIX is a public company listed on AlterNext, with a strong customer presence in EMEA. WALLIX has offices in Paris, 

in Munich and London. Over 300 companies trust WALLIX to secure their IT systems, including Alain Afflelou, Danagas, 

Dassault Aviation, Gulf Air, Maroc Telecom, McDonald’s, Michelin, PSA Peugeot-Citroen and Quick. 

For more information, go to: www.wallix.com 
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